
         
 

 

         Stretching Instructions 

 
The purpose of stretching is to lengthen the muscles that support the spine, so you will regain flexibility of your spine. This 
stretching will help your adjustments hold better. Better flexibility = strength. 
 
When doing stretches, concentrate on your breathing: inhale through the nose and exhale through the mouth. Breathing 
slowly will help the muscles relax and use the breath to encourage a muscle to stretch fully by holding the position for a full 
inhalation and exhalation.  
 
All stretching movements should be done at a slow, controlled pace. LISTEN TO YOUR BODY!  If something hurts, don’t do 
it. Do not force, bounce or rush any of the movements. You could be stretching improperly or over-doing-it. Don’t do neck 
rolls or movements that hyper-extend the lower back. 

Neck Stretches 
❖ Cervical Posterior Translation and Extension: This is the most important of the cervical stretch because it helps 

restore the normal cervical curve. Exhale slowly and completely on extension. Start slowly and work up to 75 or 

more per day. 

1.     2.   3.  

1. Pull head straight back. 

2. Extend head back. (elevate chin) 

3. Extend head, neck, and shoulder as far back as you can and hold for at least 10 seconds. 

❖ Lateral Flexion: Do this in front of a mirror if possible remembering symmetrical range of motion is you goal. Hold 

each stretch for at least 10 seconds. 

      
Right ___12___      Left ___12___ 

❖ Rotation: This stretch replaces “neck rolls” which can be harmful. Hold each stretch for at least 10 seconds. 

      
Right ___12___      Left ___12___ 

Start slowly and work up to at least 3 sets a day. It is best to spread them throughout the especially if you sit at a 

desk. 
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